DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RWYS 5L/5R: Climb heading 054° or as assigned by ATC, expect RADAR vectors to AIMHI, thence. . . .

TAKEOFF RWY 14: Climb heading 144° or as assigned by ATC, expect RADAR vectors to AIMHI, thence. . . .

TAKEOFF RWYS 23L/23R: Climb heading 234° or as assigned by ATC, expect RADAR vectors to AIMHI, thence. . . .

TAKEOFF RWY 32: Climb heading 324° or as assigned by ATC, expect RADAR vectors to AIMHI, thence. . . .

. . . .on track 046° to BEXGO, turbojets maintain 7000, propellers maintain 2000. Expect clearance to filed altitude within ten minutes after departure.

LAWRENCEVILLE TRANSITION (BEXGO3.LVL)